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1. COURSE OVERVIEW AND ADMINISTRATION

The National Security Decision Making (NSDM) course is designed to challenge senior-level students to engage with the dynamic complexities of today’s rapidly evolving national and international security environment. The NSDM curriculum covers an array of national security issues, giving particular emphasis to understanding U.S. decision making dynamics at the strategic level. The course is designed to broaden strategic perspectives while fostering critical thinking and analytic skills that will have lasting professional relevance by understanding the drivers of U.S. foreign policy and the role the United States plays in the world.

a. Course Objectives. Our goal is to provide an educational experience that combines conceptual rigor and professional relevance in order to prepare students to be more effective participants in the decision-making environment of any major national security organization. The intended outcome of this graduate-level course is to foster the regional awareness, strategic perspectives, critical thinking, and analytic rigor that are needed by national security professionals working at the national-strategic level. Our course learning outcomes include:

   i. Analyze the international security environment to assess the impact of international-level factors critical to developing effective grand strategies.

   ii. Assess various influences on national security policy making and implementation.

   iii. Communicate an executive-level assessment of the international security environment and develop national and military strategies with force structure implications to advance national interests.

b. Learning Outcomes. The NSDM course supports the following Naval War College CNW program learning outcomes:

   i. Demonstrate joint-warfighting leadership when integrating the instruments of national power across the continuum of competition.

   ii. Create national security strategies designed for contemporary and future security environments.

   iii. Apply the organizational and ethical concepts integral to the profession of arms to national and multinational strategic decision-making.

   iv. Apply theory, history, doctrine, and sea power through critical, strategic thought in professional, written communication.
c. **Course Framework.** The course follows the logic of analyzing national security through two sub-courses: *International Security* (providing the international strategic context with a grand strategy focus that guides U.S. foreign policy) and *Foreign Policy Analysis* (focusing on U.S. national and organizational decision-making environments that underlie foreign policy decisions). The last two weeks of the course will be dedicated to a capstone event entitled the *Final Exercise (FX).* Each seminar will act as a national security working group to produce and present an executive-level strategic estimate of the security environment over the next twenty years. From that estimate, the seminar will develop an outline of national and military strategies to advance and defend national interests and describe the details associated with implementing an aspect of that strategy. Additionally, the seminar will develop joint force structure implications that support their security estimate and nested strategies.

d. **Course Organization.** The NSDM course includes the following major elements:

i. NSDM (lecture and seminar) 1 Session
ii. International Security (seminars) 24 Sessions
iii. Foreign Policy Analysis (seminars) 24 Sessions
iv. NSDM Final Exercise (FX) (course-wide capstone) 9 Sessions

e. **Course Requirements**

i. *Individual Student Responsibilities.* Students are expected to prepare fully for each seminar session and to participate actively and positively in classroom discussions. An inquisitive attitude and the willingness by all students to engage constructively with peers and faculty are essential prerequisites for a successful graduate-level seminar experience.

ii. *Workload.* Every effort has been made to provide for a consistent reading and preparation workload from week-to-week throughout the trimester. NSDM is a graduate-level course that as a general rule requires approximately two hours of student preparation for every hour of class time. Accordingly, on balance over the course of each week, students should expect to have over three hours of preparation required for every 90-minute seminar period. However, a significant peak in workload unavoidably occurs toward the end of the trimester when written assignments are due. Students should take careful note of the due dates for assignments as indicated below in order to plan far in advance for effective time and workload management.

iii. *Essential and Recommended Readings.* All *essential readings* must be completed prior to class since they serve as a basis for informed and lively seminar discussion. Recommended readings may also be listed to provide background for those who do not possess adequate knowledge to understand the required readings.

iv. *Study Guidance.* For each session, the session page identifies the focus, objectives, guidance, and readings. Guidance questions should be used to prepare for class discussion.
v. *Formative Assignments.* These assignments give students an opportunity to assess their progress and comprehension of course material prior to completing graded assignments. The following is a listing of *ungraded* course requirements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-course Requirement Type</th>
<th>Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Security Paper Proposal</td>
<td>Written/Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Security Paper Draft</td>
<td>Written/Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exercise Seminar Presentation Review/Seminar</td>
<td>Review/Seminar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vi. *Summative Assignments.* *An overall NSDM grade will be assigned to CNW students based on the grades earned on individual graded requirements, individual seminar preparation and contribution, and a group grade for the FX. Any collaboration between students on individual graded assignments is prohibited.* All graded, written student assignments for Core courses at the Naval War College will be submitted to their respective professors electronically through Turnitin Assignments set up in each Blackboard seminar course. Students may assess their papers through the Turnitin Student Workbooks in Blackboard to benefit from Turnitin’s Similarity Report prior to final paper or exam submission. This will highlight for students any areas that may require additional citation, as appropriate. As students review the Turnitin report, it is important to note there is no percentage that means "all clear" and no percentage that means "big trouble." Papers with as low as a 10% similarity score may have serious plagiarism concerns while a 50% similarity score could be fine (an example is a large portion of an official document attached as an appendix). Turnitin requires students to go through the markup line by line to identify and correct any problems. When submitting papers for evaluation to professors through the Blackboard seminar course, students are still able to revise and resubmit the assignment up to the assignment deadline. For this reason, faculty will refrain from downloading or otherwise viewing any assignment submissions that come in through Turnitin assignments in their Blackboard seminar courses until the final deadline for submitting papers has passed. Students should refer any questions regarding Turnitin to their professors.

Assignments are time released on Blackboard in the shared course, BBCRS1.CNW.NSDM.SH, under the heading “Assignment Guidance” then under the assignment title. Professors will announce the exact time of assignment release in class.

*AN IMPORTANT NOTE ON YOUR SEMINAR PREPARATION AND CONTRIBUTION GRADE.* Your preparation for seminar by mastering the required readings and contribution to seminar discussion is a key aspect of this course. Students will therefore be assessed on the cumulative quality of their individual seminar preparation and contributions over the course of the trimester. This seminar preparation and contribution grade is based on the rounded average of contribution grades assigned in each sub-course. Student contribution is assessed by its quality. The goal is not to measure the number of times students have spoken, but how well they have demonstrated that they have prepared and understood the subject matter, enriched discussion, and contributed to a positive active learning dynamic. This caliber of commitment requires students to come prepared to take part in every seminar discussion by absorbing the readings, listening attentively, thinking critically, and offering informed comments on session topics.
Students are expected to prepare for and be thoughtfully engaged in each seminar session. The seminar is a team effort. Not contributing in seminar undercuts the learning experience for everyone.

In addition to grades for individual assignments and seminar contribution, all students will receive a group grade for their seminar’s performance in the NSDM FX. This grade will be determined by a three-member faculty team and assigned to the seminar as a group.

Graded assignments, due dates, and weights assigned for the overall NSDM grade are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-course</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Type/Basis of Evaluation</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy Analysis</td>
<td>Graded Exam</td>
<td>Individual. Ability to comprehend course topics.</td>
<td>22 Mar 24</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Security</td>
<td>Analytic Research Paper</td>
<td>Individual. Ability to explore in-depth a dimension of strategy and theater security.</td>
<td>08 May 24</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy Analysis</td>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>Individual. Ability to apply course concepts in a logical and concise way to a case study. Time-limited assignments. Read ahead and Case study analysis distributed 16 May 2023</td>
<td>16 May 24</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDM</td>
<td>Seminar Preparation and Contribution*</td>
<td>Individual. Preparedness and individual contributions in the seminar.</td>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX</td>
<td>Capstone Group Presentation</td>
<td>Seminar. Ability of seminar to apply all three sub-course concepts and present a coherent, professional presentation reflecting the seminar’s theater strategic guidance.</td>
<td>30 May 24</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vii. Return Dates. Grades will be returned to students by close of business as follows:

- Foreign Policy Analysis Exam: 04 April 2024
- Foreign Policy Analysis Final Exam: 30 May 2024
- NSDM Seminar Contribution: 31 May 2024
- NSDM FX: 31 May 2024
f. **Grading Standards.** Grades for all NSDM assignments are based on the standards set forth in the *U.S. Naval War College Faculty Handbook 2019* (chapter 3, section 7), which in part states:

“Historical evidence indicates that a grade distribution of 35-45 percent As and 55-65 percent Bs and below is commonly achieved by the overall NWC student population. While variations from this norm might occur from seminar to seminar and subject to subject, it will rarely reach an overall A to B-and-below ratio of greater than or equal to an even fifty-fifty distribution.”

Rubric of common standards for numeric and associated letter grades for individual written assignments and for the group Final Exercise (FX) are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter Grade</th>
<th>Numeric Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>97-100</td>
<td>Work of very high quality; clearly above the average graduate level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>94-&lt;97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>90-&lt;94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87-&lt;90</td>
<td>Expected performance of the average graduate student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>84-&lt;87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>80-&lt;84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>77-&lt;80</td>
<td>Below the average performance expected for graduate work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>74-&lt;77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>70-&lt;74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D+</td>
<td>67-&lt;70</td>
<td>Well below the average performance expected for graduate work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>64-&lt;67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-</td>
<td>60-&lt;64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0-&lt;60</td>
<td>Unsatisfactory work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rubric of common standards for numeric and associated letter grades for individual seminar preparation/contribution are as follows:

Seminar preparation and contribution will be graded at the end of the trimester as a whole number on a 100-point scale. Students will receive a contribution grade as a whole number from each sub-course with the final NSDM grade comprised of a rounded average of the contribution grades from each sub-course as a whole number. The key criteria used to evaluate seminar contribution are:

- Evidence of preparation for class
- Positive impact on seminar environment
- Listening to and engaging with classmates
- Quality and originality of thought
- Clear and concise communication of relevant ideas

**A+ (97-100):** Contributions provide a wholly new understanding of the topic, expressed in a clear and concise manner. Demonstrates exceptional preparation for each session as reflected in the quality of contributions to discussions. Strikes an outstanding balance of “listening” and “contributing,” engaging with classmates in a way that elevates the overall level of seminar discourse.

**A (94-96):** Contribution is always of superior quality. Unfailingly thinks through the issue at hand before comment. Can be relied upon to be prepared for every seminar, and contributions are highlighted by insightful thought, understanding, and in part original interpretation of complex concepts. Thoughts are generally expressed clearly and concisely, and engage with contributions of others.

**A- (90-93):** Fully engaged in seminar discussions and commands the respect of colleagues through the insightful quality of their contribution and ability to listen to, analyze, and build upon the comments of others. Ideas are generally expressed clearly. Above the average expected of a graduate student.

**B+ (87-89):** A positive contributor to seminar meetings who joins in most discussions and whose contributions reflect understanding of the material. Contributes original and well-developed insights.

**B (84-86):** Average graduate level contribution. Involvement in discussions reflects adequate preparation for seminar with the occasional contribution of original and insightful thought, with some consideration of others’ contributions. Ideas may sometimes be difficult to follow.

**B- (80-83):** Contributes, but sometimes speaks out without having thought through the issue well enough to marshal logical supporting evidence, address counterarguments, or present a structurally sound position. Sometimes expresses thoughts that are off-track, not in keeping with the direction of the discussion. Minimally acceptable graduate-level preparation and participation for individual lessons.

**C+ (77-79):** Sometimes contributes voluntarily, though more frequently needs to be encouraged to participate in discussions. Satisfied to allow others to take the lead while showing minimal interest in course content and the views of others. Minimal preparation for seminar reflected in arguments lacking the support, structure or clarity to merit graduate credit.

**C (74-76):** Contribution is marginal. Occasionally attempts to put forward a plausible opinion, but the inadequate use of evidence, incoherent logical structure, and a critically unclear quality of insight is insufficient to adequately examine the issue at hand. Usually content to let others form the seminar discussions and demonstrates little preparation of the session’s materials. Alternately, the student contributes but in a manner that is dismissive of others and detracts from the overall seminar discussion.

**C- (70-73):** Lack of contribution to seminar discussions reflects substandard preparation for sessions. Unable to articulate a responsible opinion. Comments reduce rather than promote constructive dialogue.
D-/D/D+ (60-69): Rarely prepared or engaged. Contributions are seldom and reflect below minimum acceptable understanding of course material. Engages in frequent fact-free conversation and adds little value to seminar deliberations.

F (0-59): Student demonstrates unacceptable preparation and fails to contribute in any substantive manner. May be extremely disruptive or uncooperative or completely unprepared for seminar.

FINAL NSDM COURSE GRADE: Grades assigned for all NSDM assignments will be expressed in whole numbers and in corresponding letter grades as shown above. A final course grade will be expressed as the unrounded numerical weighted average of all graded assignments, expressed to two decimal places, along with a corresponding letter grade as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter Grade</th>
<th>Numeric Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>97-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>94-&lt;97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>90-&lt;94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87-&lt;90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>84-&lt;87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>80-&lt;84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>77-&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>74-&lt;77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>70-&lt;74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D+</td>
<td>67-&lt;70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>64-&lt;67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-</td>
<td>60-&lt;64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0-&lt;60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

g. Grade Appeals. After discussing feedback and grade with their assigned faculty member, a student may request a grade review from the department through the Deputy Chair. The written request must be made no later than seven calendar days from receiving the grade and detail the basis for the appeal in accordance with the grading evaluation criteria. The results of this independent grade review may result in the original grade being raised, sustained, or lowered. The student may request an additional review of the work in question, whereupon the Department Chair will review the appeal and either affirm the new grade assigned based on the independent review, or assign another grade (higher or lower), which then replaces any previous grade assigned. In exceptional circumstances, the student may make a further appeal to the Dean of Academics, whose decision will be final.

h. Plagiarism and the use of ChatGPT and Similar Artificial Intelligence Software. Occasional incidents of plagiarism require that we bring this matter to your attention. Plagiarism is defined in both the U.S. Naval War College Student Handbook and Faculty
**Handbook as follows:**

Plagiarism: Plagiarism is the use of someone else’s work without giving proper credit to the author or creator of the work. It is the act of taking ideas, writings, analysis, or the like from another and passing them off as one’s own. Whether intentional or unintentional, plagiarism is a serious violation of academic integrity and will be treated as such by the command. Plagiarism includes but is not limited to the following actions:

- The verbatim use of others’ words without both quotation marks (or block quotation) and citation
- The paraphrasing of others’ words or ideas without citation
- Any use of others’ work (other than facts that are widely accepted as common knowledge) found in books, journals, newspapers, websites, interviews, government documents, course materials, lecture notes, films, etc., without giving them credit

Authors are expected to give full credit in their written submissions when utilizing another’s words or ideas. Such utilization, with proper attribution, is not prohibited by this code. However, a substantially borrowed but attributed paper may lack the originality expected of graduate-level work; submission of such a paper may merit a low or failing grade but is not plagiarism.

Additionally, the PNWC 19 February 2023 Policy Memorandum on Permissible and Impermissible Uses of ChatGPT and other AI tools may not be used, “To produce drafts or final submissions of assignments instead of original student work. Students may not use ChatGPT or other AI tools to produce written, video, audio, or other work assigned to be developed originally and independently and submitted or presented to satisfy required coursework, regardless of whether it is graded or ungraded.” The policy memorandum also states, “Students who resort to AI-generated research and writing lose the unique opportunity the NWC provides to engage deeply with issues, reflect on and analyze information, develop compelling arguments and counterarguments, and write coherent and convincing work that expands and broadens expertise. After all, that is precisely the reason why students are enrolled at NWC, and it is their primary duty.”

**i. Seminar Assignments and General Schedule.** Each student is assigned to a seminar group representing a balanced distribution of services/agencies and functional expertise. Two faculty members are assigned to a seminar’s teaching team with each leading individual sessions for the two parallel sub-courses. Seminar, teaching team and classroom assignments are published separately.

Sub-course seminar sessions normally meet in the afternoons on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Mondays will normally be reserved for Elective classes and Fridays are normally reserved for student preparation. Individual class sessions are normally 90 minutes long (except for a few sessions covering topics that require more time). Course-wide lectures or panel discussions featuring guest speakers will occasionally occur on Fridays. These normally involve 90 minutes with all students and faculty hearing from and engaging the speaker in an auditorium setting. A course planning schedule containing meeting dates and times for all sessions is available on Blackboard. This is updated at least weekly to reflect schedule revisions.
j. Faculty Office Hours. Faculty members are available to assist in mastering the course material, to review progress, and for individual academic counseling as required. Faculty office hours also provide an excellent opportunity to review assigned tasks, to discuss general problems, and to provide informal curricular or instructional feedback. Faculty members are available outside of class hours, either on-line or in person, throughout the week. Because professors also teach electives and perform other activities, students are encouraged to arrange appointments beforehand whenever possible.

k. NSA Department Key Personnel. If you require additional support or information in conjunction with your studies, or if classroom issues arise that you do not believe are being dealt with to your satisfaction by your instructor, please contact one of the following individuals as appropriate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSA Department Chair</td>
<td>Dr. Derek Reveron</td>
<td>C-318</td>
<td>401-856-5311</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Derek.Reveron@usnwc.edu">Derek.Reveron@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Department Deputy Chair Prof.</td>
<td>Dana Struckman</td>
<td>C-318</td>
<td>401-856-5312</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Dana.Struckman@usnwc.edu">Dana.Struckman@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Department Academic Program Manager</td>
<td>Ms. Denise Murphy</td>
<td>C-315</td>
<td>401-856-5314</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Denise.Murphy@usnwc.edu">Denise.Murphy@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDM International Security Sub-course Director</td>
<td>COL J.P. Maddaloni</td>
<td>C-313</td>
<td>401-856-5335</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jon.paul.maddaloni@usnwc.edu">jon.paul.maddaloni@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDM Foreign Policy Analysis Sub-course Director</td>
<td>Dr. Jessica Blankshain</td>
<td>C-308</td>
<td>401-856-5325</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jessica.blankshain@usnwc.edu">jessica.blankshain@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDM Final Exercise (FX) Coordinator</td>
<td>CDR Sean Mahoney</td>
<td>C-304</td>
<td>401-856-5319</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Sean.Mahoney@usnwc.edu">Sean.Mahoney@usnwc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Focus
The National Security Affairs (NSA) department educates students in contemporary national security studies. This eight-credit hour course provides a broad interdisciplinary foundation by studying international security, regional studies, and foreign policy analysis so that students can navigate the national security system more effectively. The curriculum combines academic rigor with policy relevance to meet the needs of the Navy and the intent of the Joint Professional Military Education system.

National Security Decision Making (NSDM) is focused at the national-strategic level where students intensively study international security and analyze how the U.S. government makes foreign policy decisions. Through NSDM, students develop the ability to assess the international security environment, develop grand strategy, develop military strategy and force structure as well as analyze foreign policy decisions.

Objectives
• Analyze national security and the influences that lead to foreign policy decisions.
• Understand the course structure, assignments, and expectations.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the key features of the national and international landscape that impact national security?
• What is a pressing national security challenge to the international order and the key drivers that affect how the U.S. government addresses this issue? Consider both international and domestic factors.

Essential Preparation
Focus
Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) examines various theories to explain how governments make decisions and provides an overview of the international, domestic, and bureaucratic forces that shape national security policy. U.S. governmental decision-making is the focus. This session lays out themes that will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sessions and explores the study of decision-making as a valuable way to analyze foreign policy actions. These decisions deal with a broad range of issues including going to war, negotiating a ceasefire, imposing sanctions, entering an alliance, or signing a treaty. This introductory session also explores why it is important for national security professionals—civilian and military—to understand foreign policy analysis and to think about the boundary between expert advice and policy advocacy.

Objectives
• Familiarize students with terms of art and examples of some of the more prevalent FPA models and frameworks.
• Discuss the role of civilian and military national security professionals in the policymaking process.
• Set the stage for more in-depth examination of theories and frameworks in following sessions.

Session Guidance Questions
• The textbook notes that “a [foreign policy] decision may be less about what a president or other leaders want, and more about what options are possible given political and systemic constraints.” What are some of those constraints? How might they affect the outcome of a foreign policy decision?
• Decision-makers inevitably must act with incomplete information. Foreign policy analysts face similar informational challenges. What information would be especially important in an FPA context? What information is easiest to come by, harder to come by, and nearly impossible to come by?
• How do you see your role in the policy process? Is it important for you to understand how policy is made? Why or why not?

Essential Preparation
Focus
The NSDM International Security sub-course prepares students to analyze security issues at the international level including the development of national and military strategies that advance and defend U.S. interests. The sub-course is intended to provide students with an appreciation of the international security environment overall, how the global political and economic systems work, the complex meanings of security, the sources of national power, and the relationship between the security environment and national strategy. Consequently, students will explore various grand strategies rooted in international relations theory. Because the sub-course emphasizes the importance of being able to gather information, analyze data, and produce a clear articulation of one's ideas, the graded event for this sub-course will be an analytic research paper.

Objectives
• Introduce the objectives and scope of the International Security sub-course.
• Analyze the relative position of the United States in the international system in light of recent trends.
• Understand the purpose and procedures for the research and writing of the NSDM International Security analytic research paper.

Session Guidance Questions
• What is meant by “polarity” in international politics? What type of system (unipolar, bipolar, multipolar) does the United States thrive within?
• What is grand strategy and why is it important? What is America’s grand strategy?
• What is meant by the phrase “liberal international order”? Why is such an order in America’s national interest?
• What do China and Russia want from the international system? Can their national objectives be accommodated by the current international system or must that system be modified?

Essential Preparation
Focus
For thirteen days in October 1962, the United States and the Soviet Union moved to the brink of nuclear war. At the center of the conflict were Cuba-based Soviet missiles that could deliver nuclear payloads to much of the United States. In a haze of uncertainty, tensions, and often conflicting advice, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev and U.S. President John F. Kennedy sought to achieve their respective geostrategic and political objectives at the precipice of nuclear war. While often viewed as a study in presidential decision-making, an in-depth study of the crisis provides a complicated and nuanced understanding of how these governments dealt with the crisis and how nuclear war was narrowly averted. This is the first in a series of case studies that will require an increasingly sophisticated understanding and application of analytical tools, critical thinking, and the ability to clearly and concisely explain U.S. foreign policy decision-making.

Objectives
• Identify the various actors and factors that affected U.S. decision-making during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
• Examine the limitations of simple linear models of decision-making/policymaking.
• Assess how a more complete understanding of the forces operating in the policymaking arena might be useful in anticipating probable outcomes of on-going national security decisions.

Session Guidance Questions
• What key questions might an analyst want to ask to understand the events of the Cuban Missile Crisis?
• Who were the key players in U.S. decision-making during the crisis and why?
• What developments in the case were most surprising to you?
• What tools might allow an analyst to systematically examine decision-making during the Cuban Missile Crisis? How might you think about which factors were specific to the case vs. generalizable to other foreign policy decisions?
• It is easy to look at the Cuban Missile Crisis as a relic of the Cold War. Could such a crisis happen again? Would the U.S. government respond differently this time?

Essential Preparation
• Kiger, Patrick. "Key Moments in the Cuban Missile Crisis." The History Channel. October 12, 2023.
Focus
Why do states do what they do? The field of International Relations (IR) revolves around answering this fundamental question, and scholars have come up with various theories to explain state behavior in international politics. In the first session of a two-part class on IR theory, we will explore the two dominant IR theories in American political science: realism and liberalism (in IS-3, we will explore theories that challenge these two paradigms). Theories try to answer questions about why things happen the way they do: Such as, why do states or sub-state groups go to war? Under what circumstances do they form alliances? Under what circumstances do they join international organizations or regimes? What determines why and how countries have conflictual or cooperative relations? Different theories propose different answers to these questions. For us, the point is not to decide which theory is correct, but to collect from each theory the questions we can use to understand any situation we encounter.

Objectives
• Become familiar with the main theories of how states and other actors in the system behave.
• Examine how theory can be useful for the practitioner—specifically, how it helps the practitioner know what questions to ask.

Session Guidance Questions
• What do these theories assume about the world? What do they argue about the world? Where do they fundamentally (dis)agree? What policies would they propose in various situations? For example, what would a realist recommend as U.S. policy vis-à-vis China or Russia? How would a liberal’s recommendations differ?
• How would we determine whether a situation is one in which realism or liberalism would be a better guide to policy?
• What questions do these theories suggest we need to ask to understand a given situation? What cause-effect questions would we want to answer in order to decide whose policy advice to follow?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session introduces our first two analytical tools for analyzing foreign policy decision-making. The unitary state perspective conceives of countries as unitary rational actors that evaluate all possible courses of action and select optimal policies based on a common, consistent, and enduring conception of the national interest. By privileging international-level factors, the unitary state perspective treats internal decision-making and its domestic political context as an impenetrable “black box.” The two-level games framework, originally developed by Robert Putnam (1988), challenges these assumptions arguing that domestic political pressures on leaders at one level shape their ability to bargain with allies, partners, and adversaries at another level. It underscores linkages between international-level and domestic-level factors in the United States and other countries that shape foreign policy outcomes. In this session, we will gain an increased understanding of these tools by applying them to the case of international negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program.

Objectives
• Understand the merits and drawbacks of conceptualizing states as unitary actors making decisions by weighing the benefits and costs of all available alternatives and deciding through optimization.
• Comprehend how international-level factors interact with domestic-level factors to produce foreign policy outcomes under the two-level games framework.
• Apply the unitary state perspective and two-level games framework to the negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program between 2005 and 2015, as well as the present-day prospects for a new nuclear deal.

Session Guidance Questions
• Under what conditions do international and domestic political factors shape foreign policy?
• What are the sources of a state’s national interests? Do they change over time, or are any enduring?
• Why did the United States and Iran fail to reach a nuclear agreement in 2009-10, but succeeded in 2015?
• The unitary state perspective assumes states confronted with similar external circumstances will make similar choices, regardless of individual decision-makers and domestic political pressures. Would any U.S. president have signed the JCPOA in 2015/withdrawn from the agreement in 2018?
• What international-level factors or domestic-level factors shape U.S. policy toward Iran today?

Essential Preparation
Focus
IS-2 introduced the two most dominant theories in United States and other Western thinking, but these are not the only two ways to think about how the world works. This session introduces the idea of critical theory - the idea that it is important to question the assumptions of theories - through two major examples, constructivism and feminism. Constructivism questions the assumption of both realism and liberalism that meaning is mostly objective and inherent in things, arguing that the meaning of, (e.g., state behavior or a new technology) is not inherent in the thing but "constructed" through arguments, beliefs, narratives, and cultural context, and thus may vary from person to person and from one time period to another. Constructivism reminds us to ask not just what we think something means, but how other people in other contexts might understand its meaning and how that matters for our strategic thinking. Feminism questions the role of assumptions about gender (and often other ideas like race, class, and nationality) in how various actors try to understand how the world works and why things happen the way they do. The purpose here is not to try to determine which of these theoretical approaches is the "right" one, but to use each of them to build a battery of questions we can ask to understand any situation we encounter.

Objectives
• Comprehend the main theories of how states and other actors in the system behave.
• Examine how theory can be useful for the practitioner - specifically how it helps the practitioner know what questions to ask.
• Assess the uses of theory for critical thinking, strategic thinking, and creative problem-solving.

Session Guidance Questions
• What do these theories assume about the world? What do they argue about the world? Where do they fundamentally agree/disagree? What questions would a constructivist raise about realist policy recommendations vis-à-vis China or Russia? What questions would a feminist raise about liberal policy recommendations?
• Why is critical theory particularly important for the strategist? Why isn't a problem-solving theory good enough?
• What questions do these theories suggest we need to ask to understand a given situation?
• Why is Feminist Theory important in International Relations?

Essential Preparation
• Kroenig, Matthew. “International Relations Theory Suggests Great-Power War is Coming.” Foreign Policy, 27 August 2022.
Focus
The previous session examined how the domestic political systems of countries influence individual decision-makers and shape foreign policy. This session delves deeper into the specifics of the U.S. domestic system by providing a broad overview of the U.S. Constitution and its role in foreign policy. It looks at how the legal structure created by the Constitution affects foreign policy and the roles and powers of different branches of the government. It challenges students to understand how and why the Constitution creates “an invitation to struggle” over foreign policy.

Objectives
• Understand the formal institutions that comprise the U.S. government and their relationship to the U.S. Constitution.
• Analyze how the constitutional system both constrains and enables U.S. foreign policy.
• Apply your understanding of the constitutional system to a case study.

Session Guidance Questions
• What responsibilities and powers does each branch of the U.S. government have, as defined in the Constitution, and how do they affect national security decision-making?
• Why did the Framers of the Constitution divide powers among different branches, and what are the advantages, drawbacks, and legacies of this division?
• How has the Constitution been interpreted to facilitate the modern U.S. national security system? How do these dynamics affect the organizations in which you serve?
• How does the Constitution shape modern understanding of civil-military relations?
• What constitutional issues were at stake during the Iran-Contra affair?

Essential Preparation

Recommended Resources
National Interests and Dimensions of Power

Focus
Grand Strategy can be described as the synchronized application of all elements of national power to advance and defend national interests during peace and war. The strategist must understand the types of power (and their limitations) and appreciate that national interests can be difficult to define or agree upon, and their endurance questionable depending on the political culture. Grand strategy archetypes are introduced that will be more robustly examined later in the course to guide thinking about power, interests, challenges, and approaches.

Objectives
• Examine the dimensions of national power and their role in shaping strategy.
• Analyze the role national interests play in strategic thinking.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are national interests and why are they important? How do vital, important, and peripheral national interests affect a nation's strategic calculus?
• Why is there so much difficulty determining and prioritizing national interests?
• When designing strategy, how can a country achieve balance with the various tools of national power?
• Does overemphasizing one tool of national power place strain on the other tools?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session introduces the cognitive and palace politics perspectives for analyzing foreign policy decision-making, expanding the toolkit introduced in FPA-3. It challenges students to grasp how psychological and sociological forces influence the decision-making process. It looks at how personality traits, cognitive factors, and emotions in turn shape leaders’ decisions. It also addresses how both formal and informal advisors compete for access and influence in the policymaking process.

Objectives
• Comprehend how the cognitive and palace politics perspectives relate to each other and to other analytical perspectives.
• Understand the importance of the cognitive and palace politics perspectives for analyzing foreign policy decision-making.
• Analyze when the cognitive and/or palace politics perspectives are more likely to help us understand foreign policy decision-making.

Session Guidance Questions
• How can you recognize cognitive factors and palace politics factors at work in individual decision-making processes?
• How do you differentiate between palace politics and cognitive perspectives?
• Where have you seen cognitive or palace politics factors at work in your own careers?
• How can an analyst improve their understanding of the cognitive and palace politics dynamics shaping the decision-making of other countries?
• How do these new perspectives affect your understanding of previous cases in this class like the Cuban Missile Crisis and the role the cognitive perspective plays in deterrence?

Essential Preparation
Focus
Deterrence is the use of threats and assurances to convince an adversary that the costs of taking an action are greater than the possible benefits. Deterrence has a long history as a strategy used by people and governments to manage and prevent conflict, but in recent years, practicing deterrence is complicated by a threat environment that has a more complex array of threats, new domains such as cyber and space, and broader range of actors. This session will examine the fundamental concepts of deterrence theory, the challenges to implementing a successful deterrent strategy, and how the theory is applied in practice.

Objectives
• Understand the basic concepts of deterrence and assess their utility in the current and future security environment.
• Examine and evaluate the usefulness of deterrence in the cyber and space domains.
• Apply deterrence theory to current security challenges.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the basic concepts of deterrence and how does a state construct a credible deterrence commitment? What role does rationality play in deterrence calculations?
• What are the challenges for states to “extend” deterrence to protect allies?
• Do traditional concepts of deterrence apply to the domains of space and cyberspace? If not, why not? Do Canadian and U.S. deterrence strategies have the correct approach?
• What is the best way to deter a Chinese invasion of Taiwan?
• What is “integrated deterrence” and is it a useful way to think of deterrence?

Essential Preparation
• Schelling, Thomas C. Arms and Influence. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966. (READ 35-52)
• McInnis, Kathleen. “‘Integrated Deterrence’ Is Not So Bad,” CSIS, 27 October 2022.
• Sacks, David and Ivan Kanapathy. “What It Will Take to Deter China in the Taiwan Strait,” Foreign Affairs, 15 June 2023.
Focus
This session follows up on the introduction of the cognitive and palace politics perspectives by having students apply these perspectives to their understanding of the inner workings of the White House. Policymaking can rapidly change because of the wide variety of cognitive factors, personalities, informal relationships, rivalries, and other human factors in any given administration. Understanding how individuals gain access to and interact with the president can help explain decision-making outcomes. Furthermore, this session briefly introduces the structure and functions of the National Security Council, which was created to help presidents develop better policies and make better decisions. We will look at how the individual preferences of different presidents has shaped how the National Security Council functions.

Objectives
• Comprehend how the combination of the presidency as institution and president as individual shape foreign policymaking.
• Analyze how the advisors surrounding the president, particularly those in the White House, influence the decision-making process.
• Understand the difference between formal and informal power.
• Examine how the president and his advisors handled a specific foreign policy challenge in the case of 2003 Iraq.

Session Guidance Questions
• How does the institution of the presidency affect our understanding of the cognitive perspective in the context of the United States?
• How does the structure of the foreign policy decision-making processes of different administrations reflect the preferences or personality of the President?
• When is a member of the President’s inner circle, regardless of formal position, engaging in palace politics? How do particular advisors compete for access and influence? Under what conditions is a given advisor more likely to succeed in influencing decision-making?
• How do the cognitive and palace politics perspectives, combined with an understanding of the George W. Bush White House, help us understand the decision-making process that led to the invasion of Iraq in 2003?

Essential Preparation
Focus
The United States was the first country to develop nuclear weapons and is the only state (so far) to have used them in war. Throughout the Cold War nuclear weapons and theories of nuclear deterrence were central to U.S. strategy and defense planning. In the years following the Cold War, both civilian and military analysts gave far less thought to nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence as the threat of an existential nuclear conflict appeared to recede. Over the past decade, however, the nuclear question was resurfaced, not only because of increased competition with China and Russia, but also because of North Korea’s advancing nuclear capabilities, and ongoing concern over a potential Iranian nuclear weapons program.

Objectives
• Examine and assess the structure of the U.S. nuclear force, the plans to modernize these weapons systems and the U.S. strategy in the 2022 Nuclear Posture Review.
• Analyze the impact of Russia’s nuclear threats and Chinese nuclear modernization on deterrence.
• Understand and assess the role nuclear weapons might play in future international conflict.

Session Guidance Questions
• Should the size, composition, and capability of certain parts of the U.S. nuclear force be adjusted?
• What are the implications for norms and security should Russia decide to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine? How should the United States respond?
• What are the causes and implications of Chinese nuclear modernization for U.S. and global security? How concerned are you and how should the U.S. respond if it now has two peer nuclear adversaries?
• How does the cognitive perspective discussed in FPA come into play concerning risk and brinksmanship in deterrence?

Essential Preparation
Focus

Only a short employment with a national security agency is required to gain an appreciation for the impact of organizational processes on policy decisions. This session introduces the organizational process perspective as a lens for analyzing foreign policy decision-making. Complex foreign policy decisions as well as military operations cannot be executed without a great deal of planning and organizational specialization. However, organizational behavior can open pitfalls for the agencies involved, and potentially lead to actions that do not serve the nation’s national security interests. To apply this perspective, this session examines a short case study on the misplacement of nuclear weapons in 2007 and explores the ramifications of organizational processes on the decisions that were made leading up to this event.

Objectives

- Comprehend the theoretical underpinnings of the organizational process perspective.
- Understand how the organizational process perspective relates to other analytical perspectives.
- Understand how these concepts apply to the Department of Defense and other national security agencies.
- Analyze a case where organizational behavior affected U.S. national security.

Session Guidance Questions

- How can organizational behavior shape policy outcomes?
- In what ways do organizational culture, and the respective service subcultures, impact Department of Defense activities and policies?
- What role does military advice play in policymaking? What are the sources of civil-military friction when deliberating over national security policy? What does Davidson mean when she calls interactions between policymakers and military advisors a “broken dialogue”?
- How can the events and actions of the USAF and DoD in the Minot AFB case be explained by organizational behavior? Consider both the event itself and the post-event organizational response.

Essential Preparation

Focus
Economic activity within a state must provide a basic quality of life for citizens, while simultaneously providing sufficient resources to support those functions for which the state is responsible. Political economy refers to the processes by which economic activity is structured and regulated by the political unit or system. Political processes determine which values a state prioritizes. International Political Economy looks at how states interact with one another in the global system. This includes how international trade affects economies, and how the money and financial systems of different countries interact with each other, often through international institutions. This session looks at complex questions of how economic power works, how states act to counter or avoid the exercise of economic power, and the relationships between economics and politics, security, war, and strategy.

Objectives
• Understand important economic concepts and use them in analyses of power, conflict, and cooperation.
• Understand the concepts and dynamics of globalization and de-globalization, and how they relate to inter- and intra-state conflict.
• Understand how economic power is formed and used and learn to analyze its likely effects.
• Assess the relationships between political and economic systems and learn to incorporate them into strategic thinking.

Session Guidance Questions
• Since World War II, the international economic system has been dominated by the United States, and since the Cold War by a free market approach. This has been a source of disagreement and conflict. But why? What are the other ways of organizing an economy, and why might different states prefer different systems?
• How does globalization, interdependence, and the rise of global value chains affect the likelihood of militarized conflict? How do economic and military power interact?
• How does understanding economics help us appreciate connections between military and grand strategy?
• Most observers see the world as becoming more multipolar, especially in economic terms. What do you think this means, and what can/should the US strategy be going forward?

Essential Preparation
• Cohn, Lindsay P. "Introduction to Political Economy Part I: Comparative & II: International." U.S. Naval War College. 2022 (revised).
Focus
This session follows up on the introduction of the organizational process perspective by applying this perspective to the inner workings of the U.S. national security bureaucracy. National security in any country is a vast enterprise. For the United States, with the largest security budget in the world, the government apparatus devoted to national security is sprawling. This session explores key bureaucratic actors in the U.S. national security enterprise, exploring their missions, structures, and cultures. Students have an opportunity to research a specific non-DoD agency and explore that agency’s role in formulating national security policy.

Objectives
• Comprehend the major players in the United States national security bureaucracy.
• Analyze the similarities and differences between various departments and agencies and how this might affect their approach to national security policy.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the major elements of the United States Government national security apparatus, and what are their roles?
• For the department or agency assigned to you by your faculty members, what is the culture of the agency? Why does the department have that organizational culture? How is it similar to or different from that of the Department of Defense in its approach to U.S. national security?
• Does the current technological and social environment suggest necessary changes to the current bureaucratic model?

Essential Preparation
• You, with a subgroup drawn from your seminar, will be assigned an agency—Department of Justice, Treasury Department, Department of Homeland Security, or Department of Energy—for individual study by your FPA faculty member. Research this agency’s mission, structure, and culture with your assigned seminar subgroup in preparation for seminar discussion.
Focus
Hyper-connectivity has created numerous opportunities for states and non-state actors to interact but also given rise to emergent transnational and non-traditional security issues that cannot be solved solely through military force. Transnational challenges include: organized crime, trafficking, terrorism, disease, natural disasters, climate change, extreme weather events, refugees, corruption, illegal fishing, piracy, hackers, cyberspace, energy, multinational corporations. Such nonmilitary threats share three features: (1) do not always involve state actors, (2) nature of threats that cross borders, and (3) necessitate cooperation among different actors for a coordinated response. Transnational security issues can threaten the stability of the international system and test the sovereignty and resilience of each state.

Objectives
- Identify and analyze future security challenges to states and the international system.
- Recognize the differences between threats coming from states versus non-state actors.
- Evaluate how governments have responded to transnational issues and implications for global stability.
- Identify future security challenges to states and the international system.
- Assess how states prepare for and respond to transnational security challenges.

Session Guidance Questions
- What non-traditional security threats will likely shape the future of the international system and various regions? Can lessons be learned from the response to the outbreak of COVID-19?
- In what ways can the military be used to respond to transnational issues? What resilience strategies should countries develop to prepare their society in coordinating responses to non-traditional security problems?
- How does climate change and extreme weather impact the U.S. and those most vulnerable?
- What are the expenses, dangers, risks, and costs associated with non-traditional threats? What are the barriers to states effectively dealing with these issues?
- How can states, such as the United States, cooperate with adversarial states (e.g., China, Russia, etc.) in an era of strategic competition to address non-traditional security issues?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session introduces the bureaucratic politics perspective, which conceives of decision-making as a bargaining process among senior leaders of executive departments and agencies. In contrast to the organizational process perspective’s focus on habitual actors generating organizational outputs based on routines and cultures, the bureaucratic politics perspective treats organizational actors as strategic players who leverage their positions to advance their bureaucratic interests. Foreign policy decisions reflect compromises that emerge from bargaining among players in positions pursuing their own competing bureaucratic interests. This session explores the utility of the bureaucratic politics perspective in understanding foreign policy decision-making by examining the case of the Afghanistan troop surge in 2009.

Objectives
• Comprehend the core arguments and assumptions associated with the bureaucratic politics perspective.
• Analyze the benefits and drawbacks of using this analytical perspective in understanding national security decisions and foreign policy outcomes.
• Distinguish the bureaucratic politics perspective from other analytical perspectives covered in the course, particularly the organizational process and palace politics perspectives.
• Apply this perspective and evaluate its utility in explaining President Barack Obama’s decision to “surge” U.S. forces in Afghanistan in December 2009.

Session Guidance Questions
• How does the bureaucratic politics perspective challenge the common assumption that countries function as unitary actors that make foreign policy decisions that are intended to optimize their national interests?
• Why does high-level bargaining among senior leaders of key national security agencies sometimes lead to a compromise outcome that was nobody’s initial preference?
• This perspective assumes that the bureaucratic interests that players pursue largely conform to “Miles’ Law,” the idea that “where one stands is where one sits.” Do the preferences of senior leaders always reflect the interests of the organizations they represent? Why or why not?
• In what ways does President Obama’s decision to “surge” U.S. forces in Afghanistan reflect the tenets of the bureaucratic politics perspective? In what ways does it differ?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session focuses the major sources of conflict in the international system that range from classic geopolitics to more non-traditional challenges that extend beyond state borders. The session wrestles with the issue of strategic over-reach and whether U.S. strategy can adequately address today’s complex security environment. The 2022 National Security Strategy prioritizes “maintaining an enduring competitive edge over the PRC while constraining a still profoundly dangerous Russia.” Accordingly, this session examines the challenges of strategic competition and great power rivalry from a variety of perspectives.

Objectives
• Understand the primary causes of conflict in the international system and how their differing origins and types lead to different approaches to mitigate the risk of conflict.
• Identify and analyze key areas of strategic competition and great power rivalry.
• Understand the influence of geopolitics on U.S. strategy.

Session Guidance Questions
• You examined the major theories of international relations in IS-2 and IS-3. How do those theories inform the readings for this session?
• Do imbalances in power relations among states create conflict?
• What have been the main features of U.S. strategy towards China and Russia? Has the strategy been successful? What changes are necessary going forward?
• Does the mindset of strategic competition assume that conflict is inevitable?
• How do developing countries view strategic competition between the United States and Russia and China?

Essential Preparation
The Interagency Process

Focus
This session follows up on previous sessions’ introductions of various analytical perspectives, particularly bureaucratic politics, by applying these perspectives to the interagency process. According to the Joint Staff’s Guide for Interagency Doctrine, “the purpose of the interagency process is to advance the President’s policy priorities and, more generally, to serve the national interest by ensuring all USG departments and agencies, and perspectives contribute to achieving these priorities, and participate in formulating and implementing policy.” This session introduces the actors and institutions designed to facilitate interagency coordination at all levels of the U.S. government in formulating and implementing foreign policy.

Objectives
• Analyze the factors that drive the interagency process in coordinating, formulating, and executing policy.
• Understand the players and procedures—both formal and informal—that shape the interagency process.
• Examine the role of the National Security Council and the NSC staff in the interagency process.
• Apply course concepts to understand how the interagency process shaped the Clinton administration’s decisions during the 1995–96 Taiwan Strait Crisis.

Session Guidance Questions
• What is the purpose of the interagency process? What tensions exist within the system?
• Who are the principal players in the interagency process? What is the role of the National Security Council and its various committees? What is the role of the NSC staff in fulfilling these responsibilities?
• Does interagency coordination and implementation only take place in Washington? What role do interagency country teams play in shaping regional and theater-level policy formulation?
• How did the interagency process shape the 1995–96 Taiwan Strait Crisis? What role, if any, did domestic politics in Washington, Beijing, and Taipei play during the crisis?

Essential Preparation
Strategic Restraint

Focus
Strategic restraint, the first of the grand strategies we will consider, has deep roots in American history linked to George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, John Quincy Adams, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. It is also known by other names, including “neo-isolationism,” “independence,” and “strategic disengagement.” Advocates of strategic restraint define security threats and national interests narrowly, arguing that the United States need not play an active, let alone dominant role, in international affairs beyond those of foreign trade. They hold that U.S. security is not affected by the vast majority of problems that occur beyond U.S. borders. Given the overall position of the United States today, the country is relatively safe from external attack. Indeed, disengagement advocates say it is U.S. involvement that often causes anger directed against the United States, so that a less active foreign policy would actually generate fewer threats and win more goodwill abroad.

Objectives
- Analyze the relative position of the United States in the international system and the role grand strategy plays in securing interests.
- Evaluate the utility of strategic restraint to advance and defend national interests.

Session Guidance Questions
- Although the "Come Home America" article was written over 20 years ago, do you believe its primary arguments are still relevant today?
- Given the contemporary security environment that include a return to geopolitics and "great power competition," is this a feasible grand strategy for the United States?
- What would a grand strategy of strategic restraint mean for U.S. influence within the international system? How would global competitors and rivals respond to this grand strategy? Should we care?
- Would other nations provide more for their own security if the United States adopted a less activist foreign policy? What is the risk to U.S. national interests if they don't?
- How does strategic restraint affect the military instrument of power? What does the joint force missions, capabilities, and force structure look like under a strategic restraint grand strategy?

Essential Preparation
- Swaine, Michael and Andrew Bacevich. “A Restraint Approach to U.S.-China Relations: Reversing the Slide Toward Crisis and Conflict.” Quincy Paper No. 11, April 2023. (READ 3-16 and Appendix: The Taiwan Challenge 57-66)
Focus
In this fictional scenario, it is May 24, 2024. James Walker, the President of the United States of America, is in the White House. He has recently learned that part of the island of Lorica—a Pacific possession of Venezuela that lies between the coast of California and Hawaii—has been leased by the People’s Republic of China for use as an air and naval base. He has asked the North Pacific Interagency Working Group, part of the National Security Council, to generate policy recommendations within hours. You are a representative of an Executive Branch agency on the NPIWG, tasked with considering the national security interests of the United States as well as your agency’s insights and priorities. After consulting the background materials on Lorica and recent updates, work with the interagency working group to supply the president with urgently needed policy advice.

Objectives
- Comprehend both the background of the Lorica issue and the current crisis.
- Understand your agency’s perspective and be prepared to present relevant concerns.
- Be prepared to engage with interagency interlocutors.

Session Guidance Questions
- How do agency representatives think about their bureaucratic interests in the context of the national interest?
- How do agency representatives interpret senior guidance, especially when faced with conflicting guidance?
- As a representative of your agency, which policy option do you recommend and why?

Essential Preparation
- Instructions from National Security Council Senior Director (NWC video on Blackboard).
- Agency Guidance. (Specific to assigned role, video distributed by faculty).
- Background reading: “Lorica, a Gentle Giant.”
- Background reading: “U.S. Policy Regarding Lorica Since 1999.”
- Background reading: “Hypersonic Weapons: Overview, Country Programs, & Implications.”
- Background reading: “Map of Lorica.”
- Crisis reading: “President Xi Statement on China-Venezuela Cooperation.”
- Crisis reading: “House Votes to Condemn.”
- Crisis: “State Cable EMB Beijing.”
- Crisis reading: “Map of PRC Airbase Lorica.”
Focus
This session examines the realist-based grand strategies of offshore balancing, selective engagement, and managed competition (which is a contemporary hybrid of the first two). These strategies are driven by realist logic but arrive at different answers to the question of optimum U.S. political involvement and military intervention in key areas of the world. The central difference is how – and from where – the United States employs its military power and in the value of key alliances.

Objectives
• Identify, analyze, and evaluate the components of offshore balancing, selective engagement and managed competition include underlying assumptions, key concepts, objectives, risks, and force requirements.
• Evaluate the utility (or drawbacks) of these approaches to defend US national interests in the current and emerging international security environment.
• Assess the role of alliances in grand strategy.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the key assumptions underlying these strategies? What are the key differences between them?
• How do the required military capabilities of offshore balancing differ from those of selective engagement?
• How important are alliances to a balance of power or offshore balancing grand strategy? What are the factors that enable alliances to persist or to fail?
• What are the strengths, weaknesses, and trade-offs of these strategies in the context of the contemporary and emerging global security environment?
• These strategies are primarily focused on states and great power competition, to what extent are they useful (or not) for addressing non-state and transnational challenges?

Essential Preparation
Focus
As lawmakers in a rule-of-law society, Congress plays a fundamental role in national security decision-making, although its influence tends to wax and wane with respect to the Executive Branch. How and why does Congress impact U.S. foreign and national security policy today, and how has its role changed over time? What powers, authorities, and influence does Congress wield, and in what issues and areas is Congress less involved and why? This session will delve into the practical aspects of legislating and its impacts and influence on U.S. national security policy.

Objectives
• Comprehend the lawmaking process, its relationship with policy, and the role of the Legislative Branch of government in U.S. foreign and national security policy decision-making.
• Examine how Congress’ interest and involvement in defense issues affects policymaking.
• Understand Congressional perspectives on decisions involving national security and foreign policy.

Session Guidance Questions
• When does Congress get involved in matters of foreign policy and national security? When it does, what powers, tools, and authorities does Congress have to direct or influence policy?
• Where in Congress is power and influence located, how is it manifested and demonstrated, and how do these powers affect legislation?
• Why did passage of Military Justice Improvement and Increasing Prevention Act (MJIIIPA) legislation take many years to pass into law, and how and why did the Executive Branch resist this change?

Essential Preparation
• The Debrief: "Legislative Affairs." U.S. Naval War College video, 2023.
• Norris, LTC Peter. “Timeline of MJIIIPA’s history and passage.” Congress and Its Relationship with the Military Case Reader (U.S. Naval War College, updated 2023.)
Focus
The key idea of liberal internationalism is that world politics does not have to consist of zero-sum relationships; instead, economic trade, collective security, and transnational problem-solving can offer win-win outcomes. International institutions, rules, and norms facilitate the cooperation needed to achieve international peace and prosperity. Liberal internationalism recognizes that regime type matters; democracies are more open to trade and cooperation than authoritarian governments. Important international institutions such as the United Nations, NATO, and World Bank were, in a sense, significantly shaped by the United States. Therefore, liberal internationalists argue that the United States benefits from a strategy of multinational cooperation.

Objectives
• Understand the theoretical and practical aspects of liberal internationalism.
• Understand the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and costs of liberal internationalism.
• Assess the roles of various tools of national power in a liberal internationalist foreign policy.

Session Guidance Questions
• Why has the United States promoted international institutions? What role does international security cooperation play in U.S. grand strategy?
• Some argued that COVID-19 had the potential to bring an end to the liberal international order. Others argued that the pandemic reignited its positive aspects. Which do you think happened?
• How might China’s growing global influence impact the liberal international order? How does China benefit from the current order? Is China seeking to create an order of its own design?
• How might Russia’s foreign policy impact the liberal international order?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session explores the U.S. judiciary, the third co-equal branch of the U.S. government, as it relates to national security. The Supreme Court adjudicates constitutional questions surrounding foreign policy and national security, many of which involve the role of the military. The courts have been asked to weigh in on both disputes between the executive and legislative branches and the more general tension between maintaining security and safeguarding individual liberties. Importantly, both decisions and non-decisions by the judiciary have consequences on the scope of executive and legislative power, and the role of the military and national security establishment in executing U.S. foreign policy. In the absence of judicial opinions, the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel can shape policy through its written opinions.

Objectives
• Discuss the role of the judiciary as a key player in adjudicating foreign policy decisions.
• Understand the role of the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel in providing legal advice to the executive branch.
• Analyze judicial deference to the military.

Session Guidance Questions
• What is the role of the judiciary relative to the executive and legislative branches in foreign policy decision-making? How do judicial rulings (or lack of rulings) shape foreign policy?
• How does the Office of Legal Counsel shape foreign policy? How do its opinions relate to judicial decisions and legal precedent?
• When does the judiciary defer to the military? Does it accord similar deference to other parts of the executive branch?

Essential Preparation
• Case Reader, selected case summaries from oyez.org
• Barbash, Fred. “Justice Department opinions take on the force of law — but are not, in fact, the law.” The Washington Post, May 31, 2019.
Focus
Primacy is the most activist grand strategy and should seem familiar because the United States has pursued this grand strategy, more or less, since the end of the second World War. It is similar to liberal internationalism in that it seeks to create or maintain a rules-based liberal world order. However, unlike liberal internationalism, with its preference for multilateralism and institutionally-based consultations, primacy does not hesitate to favor preponderant military power applied in a unilateral manner. In this context, the hegemon is the most powerful state actor that has the will and privilege—by virtue of its preponderant power—to pursue primacy as it wishes. Primacy is the most budget-intensive grand strategy in the immediate future because it presumes that investments made up front, especially in unmatched defense capabilities, will foster a more sustainable peace in the long-term.

Objectives
- Understand primacy and how it differs from previously introduced grand strategies.
- Understand and comprehend the advantages and challenges posed by a primacy grand strategy.
- Examine the concept of polarity in international relations, including how a bipolar system differs from a unipolar or multipolar system.
- Assess the concepts of hegemonic stability theory and hegemonic war and apply these to contemporary examples.

Session Guidance Questions
- What distinguishes primacy from previous grand strategies that you have studied?
- What are some key advantages and disadvantages of primacy?
- What type of force structure is appropriate for a primacy grand strategy?
- What do concepts such as hegemonic stability theory and hegemonic war mean? Why are these examples relevant to the contemporary context?

Essential Preparation
Focus
The modern two-party system, combined with separated powers across institutions, has important consequences for American foreign and national security policy. This session explores whether recent trends in divided government, partisan polarization, and factional realignment within political parties are reshaping fundamental debates over the future of U.S. grand strategy and foreign policy. It also examines incentives to politicize the military, and the potential consequences for U.S. civil-military relations.

Objectives
- Analyze the influence of the modern two-party system over American foreign and national security policy.
- Understand how rules, norms, procedures, and customs conferring authority on majority and minority parties influence Congress's role in funding, overseeing, and making American foreign and defense policy.
- Discuss the consequences of polarization and the extent to which realigning factions within political parties are shaping debates about U.S. foreign policy.
- Discuss the potential causes and consequences of military politicization.

Session Guidance Questions
- What are modern American political parties, and how do they shape and constrain national security decision-making?
- What is political polarization? Is it a new phenomenon? What challenges does it pose for foreign policy?
- What counts as “politicizing” the military? Who drives politicization, and what are its possible consequences?

Essential Preparation
China in the 21st Century

Focus
This session will consider the different facets of China’s development and what the implications are for China itself, for the U.S.-PRC bilateral relationship, the Indo-Pacific region, and the international system. We examine in depth twenty-first century China, its growth and characteristics, and its evolving relationship with the United States.

Objectives
• Examine the present state of China: its economic growth, its military strength, its global standing, and implications for the United States.
• Grasp the overall picture of China’s economic engagement with the world.
• Assess China’s possible range and flexibility of national security objectives.
• Evaluate the ongoing debate over how the United States should engage with China, drawing on various international relations theories and their assumptions.

Session Guidance Questions
• What can IR theories tell us about China's rise, America's reaction, and the two countries’ bilateral relationship?
• What have been the implications of China’s growth and standing in the international system, as well as its relationship with the United States?
• What does China want? A world in which it has displaced the United States as the most powerful country? Mere hegemony in the Asia-Pacific? What evidence would you want to see to attempt to determine China’s intentions? What do you think the relationship between ambitions and capabilities will be in China?
• What is the nature of China’s economic engagement with the world? How does the Belt and Road Initiative fit or not fit in with China’s other international economic activities?

Essential Preparation
Focus
Mass media and public opinion are important influences on the policymaking process, but they can also influence each other and be influenced by policy elites. The relationship among these entities can be contentious: How much do (and should) elected leaders follow the opinions of those they represent? How should the relationship between the military and the media be characterized? How does the fragmentation of news and the rise of social media affect the spread of information and misinformation to the public? In this session you will explore some of these debates and consider the roles of the media and public opinion as an influence on the policymaking process.

Objectives
• Comprehend the role of the media in national and theater security decision processes.
• Discuss the impact of media coverage and disinformation/misinformation on national security policy.
• Analyze the role of public opinion in democratic policymaking and civil-military relations.

Session Guidance Questions
• Do the U.S. military and American news media outlets have an adversarial relationship?
• How do fragmentation of news sources, social media, and disinformation affect foreign policymaking?
  What new challenge for national security might “truth decay” pose?
• How do senior leaders use the media to advance policy and political goals?
• Why is the U.S. military so trusted vs. other institutions? What are the implications of that trust?

Essential Preparation
• Weisberg, Jacob. “Bad News: Can Democracy Survive If the Media Fail?” Foreign Affairs, August 12, 2019.

Recommended Resources
Focus
Congress mandates the Executive Branch submit several strategy documents that serve many purposes. They are designed to create internal coherence on foreign and defense policy within the Executive Branch and provide a basis for Congress to fund defense priorities. The President’s National Security Strategy (NSS) outlines the administration's strategic vision and approximate grand strategy, detailing major security concerns and how the administration plans to use the instruments of national power to address them. Reconsider the course’s earlier discussions on power, interests, challenges, and strategic approaches.

Objectives
• Comprehend the purpose of national strategic guidance documents and how current strategies define U.S. security concerns and efforts to address them.
• Examine the coordination among the ends, ways, and means of the NSS.
• Analyze how well the NSS lays out key national priorities.
• Evaluate how well the NSS serves modern defense planning needs.

Session Guidance Questions
• What different purposes do national strategy documents serve? How do they function as a strategic communications tool for various domestic and international audiences? How well does the executive branch follow the strategic guidance laid out in these documents? What utility do they provide to Congress?
• What are national interests and why are they important? How does the NSS define the primary (vital) national interests of the United States and what concepts does it include to address them? How well does the NSS capture what we know of this administration’s strategic vision?
• Some argue the NSS has failed to map out strategy and became no more than a rhetorical exercise. Does the NSS serve any useful purpose? How does the unclassified nature of the NSS impact its thoroughness and effectiveness? Should the NSS be abolished?
• How well does United States articulate its grand strategy in the NSS? Are the guiding strategic documents effective in spelling out the long-term competition challenges facing the United States? How effective are the U.S. ends, ways, and means as expressed in the NSS as compared to China’s discussed in the previous class?

Essential Preparation
• Kennan, George F. “The Inauguration of Organized Political Warfare,” 30 April 1948.
Focus
In addition to creating the framework for institutions of government, the U.S. Constitution’s guarantees of individual rights of speech, assembly, and petition have enabled the emergence of an array of non-governmental organizations that influence foreign and national security policy. This session examines how the concerns and ideas promoted by actors such as think tanks, interest groups, lobbyists, and other non-governmental organizations engage with law- and policymakers in organized attempts to influence U.S. legislation and policymaking.

Objectives
• Identify the missions, roles, cultures, processes, and other organizational characteristics of think tanks, interest groups, lobbyists, and other groups interested in influencing policy and legislative decisions in the defense and national security realms.
• Comprehend the potential influence of think tanks, interest groups, lobbyists, and other non-state actors in U.S. policymaking. Consider ways these institutions may be changing and distinctions between domestic and foreign influence seekers.
• Understand and assess distinctions in types of power and influence and their impact on policy decisions.

Session Guidance Questions
• Non-governmental organizations tend to be less hierarchical and more horizontally distributed than government agencies. Why, and what implications are there for how non-governmental organizations function, particularly when engaging government counterparts?
• What is a think tank, and what different types of think tanks exist? How do think tanks achieve influence in policymaking? Why do policymakers draw on think tank expertise, and how can one judge or measure think tank outputs?
• Why are interest groups formed? What mechanisms do they use to express their policy interests, expertise, and recommended policy changes? What makes some interest groups more influential than others?
• How and to what extent can think tanks, interest groups, and lobbyists influence policy or legislative decision-making processes? How and why do foreign governments seek to influence U.S. foreign policy?

Essential Preparation
• Drezner, Daniel. “The Ideas Industry,” Video: Talks at Google (7-37 minutes.)
Focus
The National Security, Defense, and Military Strategies provide strategic guidance for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) who uses this guidance to execute his six primary functions identified in Section 153 of Title 10, U.S. Code. The Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) is the primary method by which the CJCS fulfills these responsibilities. This lesson focuses on the NDS and NMS, as well as on two subcomponents of the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) that are specifically involved in force planning and capabilities requirements development: Joint Force Development and Design (JFDD) and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS), as well as the role of the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) in the requirements development process.

Objectives
- Identify and analyze major directions of current U.S. defense strategic direction.
- Understand the general process through which strategic guidance provided in the NSS, NDS, and NMS is used to inform and drive the JFDD process.
- Understand the mission of the JROC and the general process through which joint requirements and capabilities are identified and developed using the JCIDS.

Session Guidance Questions
- How will the joint force of the next twenty years differ from the joint force of the previous twenty years?
- The Brands and Montgomery article discusses the DoD’s shift from a two-war strategic planning standard to a one-war standard. What are the main arguments for and against this shift?
- How does JFDD integrate with the JCIDS process? Why are joint concepts important? What are the three JCIDS process lanes and when are they used? What is the role of the JROC?
- USMC Force Design 2030 represents an effort to apply force design and capabilities development processes. What is your assessment of FD 2030?

Essential Preparation
- Milley, Mark A. “Strategic Inflection Point: The Most Historically Significant and Fundamental Change in the Character or War is Happening Now – While the Future is Clouded in Mist and Uncertainty.” Joint Force Quarterly 110 (3rd Quarter 2023): 6-15.
Defense Strategy and Force Planning


**CASE STUDY READINGS**
Focus
This session examines the friction and challenges within the defense budgeting process and the myriad of influences on force design policy decisions. Specifically, this session will explore the defense budget's complex organizational processes, the tensions between executive branch functions and congressional oversight, and the critical importance of innovation in defense planning. This session will illuminate the numerous challenges associated with the current defense budgeting process, known as the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) system, the nature of the military industrial complex, and their impacts on foreign policy in an era of strategic competition.

Objectives
• Discuss the current executive and legislative processes that drive the defense budget.
• Examine the challenges that the budget process poses to acquisitions and long-term force design.
• Consider the critical areas of innovation that are driving geo-strategic competition and the structural barriers to gain a competitive advantage in the international system.
• Analyze potential budget-reform efforts and policy options available to senior decision-makers.

Session Guidance Questions
• In what ways do the defense budget and acquisition processes influence national security policy?
• What specific challenges does the current budgeting system pose to defense innovation?
• How does congressional oversight affect defense strategy and force design?
• What possible solutions are available to mitigate and overcome current barriers within U.S. defense acquisition processes?

Essential Preparation
Focus
The global maritime commons -- oceans and littorals -- provide everything from convenient transportation routes to primary food sources to billion-dollar tourism and recreational industries to underwater hiding places for nuclear arsenals. This session will consider the current maritime security environment, including traditional military threats the U.S. Navy might confront, as well as a broader range of challenges to "good order at sea." Students should think about strategies to respond to those challenges, at the level of U.S. defense policy, theater strategies and plans, and the interests and capabilities of other maritime nations.

Objectives
• Analyze principal traditional and non-traditional maritime security challenges.
• Analyze U.S. maritime strategy and examine its suitability to the maritime security environment.
• Assess future and emerging challenges in the maritime realm.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the principal maritime interests of the United States? What are some current challenges facing maritime strategists? How are those challenges different from those confronting maritime strategists five or ten years ago? How does the U.S. maritime strategy nest with the NSS, NDS, and NMS?
• What organizations and entities have a "piece of the maritime interest pie?"
• As the challenges of the 21st century become more defined, senior maritime leaders emphasize the need to cooperate and integrate their capabilities and operations in order to deal with revisionist powers and rising near peer powers. Can such preparation by committee truly succeed? How seriously would you expect U.S. allies and potential enemies to view this proposal?

Essential Preparation
• Hattendorf, John B. "What is a Maritime Strategy?" Soundings, no. 1 (October 2013): 1-10.
• Dougherty, Christopher. “Gradually And Then Suddenly: Explaining the Navy’s Strategic Bankruptcy.” War on the Rocks, 30 June 2021.
Focus
In the 2020 National Defense Authorization Act, a new U.S. military service was created for only the second time since the founding days of the country. In this session, we apply previous lessons on organizational process and bureaucratic politics and the roles of Congress and the president in national security policymaking to understand why the option of a new service was chosen, how Congressional interests and oversight shaped the new Space Force, and the likely bureaucratic and political implications of a separate organization responsible for the space domain.

Objectives
• Discuss the strategic and organizational reasons for creating the U.S. Space Force (USSF).
• Identify the role and interests of Congress and other stakeholders in legislating the Space Force.
• Assess strengths and weaknesses of USSF how they reflect the political process that created it.

Session Guidance Questions
• Why might space have been "neglected" bureaucratically before Space Force was created?
• What factors in the security environment and in the domestic policy environment led to Space Force? Would there be a Space Force if Donald Trump had not been President?
• How did Congress shape the Space Force? What issues interested the House and Senate?
• What organizational and political challenges do you see for USSF? Have space problems been fixed?
• What challenges does the U.S. face as it increasingly relies on private actors to provide capabilities?

Essential Preparation
• Farrow, Ronan. “Elon Musk’s Shadow Rule: How the U.S. Government Came to Rely on The Tech Billionaire and is Now Struggling to Rein Him In.” New Yorker, 21 August 2023. (READ until paragraph that begins “One summer evening in the 1980’s...” ONLY)

Recommended Resources
Focus
This session provides an overview of the Unified Command Plan, the Combatant Commands, and their role in developing theater strategy. The concept of Global Integration allows students to consider the Department of Defense’s approach to address transregional challenges in multiple domains within the contemporary security environment. One Department of Defense (DoD) process that exemplifies the challenges presented today is Global Force Management (GFM). Combatant Command requirements exceed force provider capabilities and capacities. Understanding GFM is key to identifying global risk to warfighting readiness and assessments that support building a more responsive and lethal force.

Objectives
• Understand the origins, roles and responsibilities of Combatant Commands in the Unified Command Plan
• Understand how combatant commands develop theater strategy and their contributions to concept development and identifying required capabilities for the Joint Force
• Understand the importance of Global Integration and its impact on the Combatant Commands and Oceanic regions
• Comprehend the GFM processes (directed readiness, assignment, allocation, apportionment, and assessment), stakeholders, importance to strategic guidance and policies

Session Guidance Questions
• Why did the United States create geographics combatant commands? Is the current structure still effective? What changes would you suggest?
• What are the most effective ways for CCDRs to work together? Role for the Joint Staff?
• How does the combatant command affect DoD capability requirements and global force management?
• How would you apply risk analysis to current operations, campaigns, and future potential conflicts, knowing there are Service readiness issues, finite Joint force structure, and modernization timeline implications?

Essential Preparation
• Joint Chiefs of Staff. Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States. JP 5-0. Washington, DC: Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2020. (Scan Appendix D.)
Focus
Diplomacy is the lifeblood of security, handling many thousands of international issues on a daily basis. The conflicts and wars that are avoided through diplomacy do not make headlines, while wars themselves certainly do. And while armistices and peace agreements are events of note, the countless daily diplomatic interactions that strengthen relationships and fortify deterrence tend to pass without remark. In this session we will identify and analyze the key players, processes, and dynamics involved in using diplomacy as an instrument of power.

Objectives
• Understand the nature and conduct of diplomacy.
• Explore the various actors involved in using diplomacy, and how they might approach diplomacy differently.
• Analyze the potential advantages of diplomatic interaction, as well as the challenges and obstacles that can thwart diplomatic initiatives.

Session Guidance Questions
• How does the process for planning and conducting diplomacy compare to the process for planning and conducting a military operation? How are these different tools resources, relative to one another?
• How do different parts of the U.S. government view diplomacy differently?
• How do sub-national and non-governmental actors influence the conduct of diplomacy?
• How and when do Congress and the U.S. public weigh in on the conduct of diplomacy?

Essential Preparation
• “The Debrief: Perspectives on Diplomacy.” U.S. Naval War College video.
Focus
The Indo-Pacific region is one of the most dynamic in the world where the United States has important economic and security interests. While assessments of the region’s future continue to be guardedly optimistic, many serious challenges remain. A number of issues raise questions regarding the future of peace and stability in the region including North Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile ambitions, a plethora of island disputes, and concern for Taiwan as potential flashpoints for conflict. With the growth of economic and military power in the Indo-Pacific and the U.S. focus on this region, it is essential that national security professionals have a clear and detailed understanding of the region’s security dynamics.

Objectives
• Identify and assess United States and regional interests in the Asia-Pacific region.
• Identify and analyze threats, challenges, and opportunities for the United States and other countries in the Asia-Pacific region.

Session Guidance Questions
• What does it mean to have a “free and open Indo-Pacific”? What is your assessment of the U.S regional strategy (strengths and weaknesses)?
• How is Japan’s strategy evolving in light of emerging security challenges in Northeast Asia?
• What dangers does a nuclear-capable North Korea pose for the region? How should South Korea respond?
• What is the future of the U.S.-India partnership and what national interests do the two countries have in common? Looking to the future, what are the limits and opportunities in this relationship?
• How should the United States assess the growing geopolitical importance of the Pacific Island region?
• How will U.S.-China competition likely manifest in this region?

Essential Preparation
• Blinken, Antony J. “A Free and Open Indo-Pacific.” Speech at Universitas Indonesia, 14 December 2021.
• Yu Lei and Sophia Sui. “China-Pacific Island Countries Strategic Partnership: China’s Strategy to Reshape the Regional Order.” East Asia 39, no. 1 (March 2022): 81-96.
Focus
In this session we will identify and analyze the key players, processes, and dynamics involved in using the information instrument of power. We will focus particularly on concepts of strategic narrative, public diplomacy, the collection and processing of intelligence, and how emerging tech and private sector actors have affected the strategic use of information. This session builds on your understanding of the executive branch and the domestic political system and encourages forward-looking application of FPA course concepts.

Objectives
• Understand the importance of strategic narratives and how “shaping the narrative” is a form of power.
• Define public diplomacy and analyze who conducts it and how.
• Evaluate how emerging tech and non-government actors can shape the intelligence process.
• Assess the United States government’s use of information through a case study.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the fora for U.S. national security decision-makers to coordinate on strategic messaging? What obstacles does such coordination face?
• What are the challenges and opportunities for the U.S. government to use information in our networked world? Both as intelligence and as messaging or narrative?
• Does the U.S. government’s use of information differ from that of authoritarian governments? How? Why?

Essential Preparation
• USC Center on Public Diplomacy. “What is Public Diplomacy.”
• Office of the Director of National Intelligence. Behind the Scenes of the President’s Daily Brief, posted July 26, 2023.
• Marrin, Stephen. “Why Strategic Intelligence Analysis Has Limited Influence on American Foreign Policy.” Intelligence and National Security 32, no. 6 (2017): 725–42.
Focus
The goal of this session is to provide an overview of the Euro-Atlantic basin and the dynamics of European security and the trans-Atlantic relationship. It will also examine the challenge Russia poses to the Euro-Atlantic community.

Objectives
- Understand and assess the importance of the trans-Atlantic relationship to U.S. national security.
- Identify and analyze the principal challenges and issues facing the Euro-Atlantic community.
- Understand the Russian strategic outlook and points of contention with U.S. preferences.
- Assess trends in the trans-Atlantic oceanic region and their likely impact on U.S. interests.

Session Guidance Questions
- What role can the United States play in European security, both within the NATO alliance as well as through other means? How important is European security to U.S. security?
- What contributions do Europe and the United States both make to European and global security? Has the balance and focus of contributions shifted over time? How does Russia’s war in Ukraine change this?
- How do you assess the full range of threats to security in the European theater? How do divergences in threat perception between European states and across the Atlantic complicate joint approaches?
- How far should the Euro-Atlantic zone expand? How committed are current EU and NATO members to continue to enlarge? How much of this is a driver for deteriorating conditions with Russia?
- To what extent is the U.S.-Russia relationship driven by developments in Europe? Can the United States reach accommodation with Russia in other parts of the world if tensions in Europe are unresolved?
- What are Russia’s strategic objectives? How do they impact U.S. preferences? Are Russia and the United States destined to be strategic competitors?

Essential Preparation
- NATO 2022 Strategic Concept, Adopted by Heads of State and Government at the NATO Summit in Madrid 29 June 2022.
Focus
This session discusses the authorities, powers, and influences that underpin a decision to use military force. The U.S. Congress has not invoked its constitutional power to formally declare war since the Second World War, yet U.S. forces have engaged in hundreds of military operations and combat situations since then, while U.S. leaders have threatened to use military force in many more instances. The readings discuss a wide range of tools that the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. government have available when deciding to use military force (or not), providing case studies of how these decisions have been made in the past.

Objectives
• Comprehend the tools available to executive and legislative branches when deciding to use military force.
• Understand what powers and authorities the president has to use—or threaten to use—military force and the role of Congress in these decisions.
• Analyze how the U.S. Constitution, foreign policy process, strategy, and other factors affect contemporary decisions to use military force.

Session Guidance Questions
• What range of powers and authorities are available to the U.S. president in deciding to use military force? How have these powers and authorities changed—or been interpreted differently—over time and why?
• Relating back to FPA and IS sessions on the Constitution, Cuban Missile Crisis, Congress, Diplomacy, Deterrence, and more, what role has Congress played (or not) in use of force decisions and why?
• How does the War Powers Resolution impact presidential use of force decisions today? What other constraints exist against using military force?
• Presidents have at times declared a “red line” as a warning to U.S. adversaries. What is the nature of a red line, and how does it affect decisions to use military force? What role do the president and broader executive branch play in declaring a red line, and what, if any, role does Congress play?

Essential Preparation
Focus

While the National Defense Strategy prioritizes the Indo-Pacific and China as the pacing challenge, the Middle East continues to occupy a central role in U.S. foreign policy. U.S. national interests focus on energy security, access to critical minerals and rare earths, civil war spillage, refugee flows, and political instability. Historical challenges include: Israeli-Palestinian tensions, 1980 Carter Doctrine, Global War on Terror, 2011 Arab Awakening, Iranian and Saudi proxy battles for influence, persistence of the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict, and growing Chinese and Russian economic and military activities. Such issues mean the United States is still focused on promoting stability in the Greater Middle East and Central Asia to ensure trade flows, combating violent non-state actors and extremism, and nuclear nonproliferation.

Objectives

- Identify and analyze U.S. geopolitical interests in the Greater Middle East and Central Asia.
- Understand and describe the threats, challenges, and opportunities facing the United States and its allies and partners relative to strategic competitors (e.g., China, Russia, Turkey, etc.) in the region.
- Comprehend what alternatives exist for U.S. planning for current and future operations in the region.
- Analyze the complex relationships between neighboring countries and the interplay of various state (e.g., China, Russia, etc.,) and non-state actors (e.g., violent extremist organizations, etc.).
- Evaluate the rationale for the United States conducting security assistance and cooperation to influence the region.

Session Guidance Questions

- Why is the region of the Greater Middle East and Central Asia strategically important? Are there alternative ways of competing in the region?
- What issues threaten the region currently and for the future? What should be prioritized by the West?
- How will U.S. strategic engagement or disengagement in the region shape stability, relations, and security?
- What forms of military and economic assistance are effective in the region? Are there alternative approaches to improving regional security and stability in the Greater Middle East and Central Asia?
- What are the implications of strategic competitors (e.g., China, Russia, Turkey, etc.) gaining influence across the Greater Middle East and Central Asia? How can the United States better compete for influence to counter these actions?

Essential Preparation

- Katulis, Brian, et. al. “2022 Trends and Drivers to Watch in the Middle East.” Middle East Institute, 18 January 2022.
Focus
Economic policy is a critical component of foreign policy, as discussed previously in International Security. Using the tools of economic statecraft is a complex, interdisciplinary effort involving executive and legislative branches of government, a variety of monetary and financial institutions with global reach, and the private sector. This session examines the agents of foreign policy economic power and the range of foreign policy tools available, including coercive tools such as quotas, tariffs, sanctions, and export controls, along with positive incentives such as trade, security assistance, and economic development.

Objectives
• Identify and differentiate the multiple actors involved in economic statecraft.
• Distinguish the primary tools of economic statecraft and analyze them in both coercive and friendly scenarios.
• Explore the role of the interagency in using economic tools to advance foreign policy goals.
• Consider the challenges and trade-offs the United States faces when confronted with the dilemma of protecting national security while also maintaining economic and technological advantages.

Session Guidance Questions
• What is the purpose of economic statecraft, which actors and processes are involved, and are the obstacles and limitations?
• What tradeoffs do policymakers consider when using economic tools to advance national security goals?
• How does the United States use economic “carrots” such as trade, loans, and economic assistance?
• How does the two-level games framework help us understand recent use of economic tools, from cooperation with emerging markets to sanctions against Russia?

Essential Preparation
Focus
Countries in Africa have long been an afterthought from the perspective of strategic thinkers in Washington DC. African countries are usually overlooked, dealt with only in crisis (although often still overlooked then), and addressed in ways that are inconsistent and having more to do with bureaucratic interest and selective U.S. constituencies who care strongly about one issue or another. This haphazard approach is short sighted for many reasons, including the fact that over the next twenty years African youth will account for a large portion of the net labor-force growth in the world and many of the minerals necessary for the world economy are found in Africa. In addition, while the United States might place a low priority on African affairs, other countries do not. This session is designed to introduce students to some of the key strategic issues and debates concerning the region.

Objectives
- Analyze the global and regional factors that shape the regional security environment.
- Assess the threats and opportunities for U.S. interests and strategy presented by the regional security environment.

Session Guidance Questions
- What are U.S. interests in Africa? What are the most important strategic challenges, threats and opportunities to U.S. interests in Africa?
- From the perspective of African leaders, what are their most pressing priorities and where is this consistent with or in opposition to U.S. priorities?
- To what extent does great power competition impact African countries? How does the activities of China and Russia have an impact on the relationship between the United States and African countries?
- How do important global issues (such as climate change, migration), regional issues (such as terrorism, maritime security) and domestic issues (such as military coups) impact security in the region?

Essential Preparation
Focus
This session exercises students’ policy analysis skills as applied to a future-oriented national security decision-making challenge. The objective of this session is to determine analytically what actors, factors, dynamics, powers, and influences in the policymaking ecosystem are likely to affect a future policy decision, providing insights into how U.S. policy might be decided in such a circumstance. Having a detailed understanding of the U.S. foreign policymaking apparatus and dynamics will provide students with strategic foresight essential to the military and national security professional.

Objectives
• Comprehend and analyze the range of policy actors, factors, dynamics, and influences that could affect U.S. policy regarding a critical national security concern.
• Apply FPA concepts and tools to determine the art of the possible in a hypothetical future-oriented policymaking situation.

Session Guidance Questions
• The fictional (but realistic) scenario involves a surprise invasion by the People’s Republic of China (PRC) of Taiwan-administered islands (Quemoy and Matsu) that lie just offshore from the PRC mainland. Faculty will provide additional details on this scenario prior to or during class (no additional research is needed). What, if anything, would the U.S. government be likely to do in response?
• The required readings provide insights into how U.S., PRC, and Taiwanese officials reacted to past crises, particularly related to the three Taiwan Straits Crises (1954–55, 1958, and 1995–6). How did myriad domestic and international dynamics and pressures affect policymakers? How has Beijing perceived and responded to past crises involving the United States?
• Students will also find earlier session readings relevant, particularly the FPA-10 readings on the 1995–96 Taiwan Straits Crisis and IS material on Indo-Pacific regional matters and current U.S. strategies. Finally, sessions on China in the 21st Century and Asia- and China-focused sessions from the Strategy and Policy (or Strategy and War) course should also prove useful context.

Essential Preparation
Focus
The Western Hemisphere is one of the most important and influential parts of the world with respect to global security and economic development. Countries of the region, particularly in the Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), have experienced U.S. military interventions creating a challenging environment for U.S. foreign policy. U.S. policymakers must accept the new “diplomatic competitiveness” as a more sophisticated Latin America increasingly engages partners such as China, India, Russia, and Iran. The challenge for the current U.S. administration is to implement policies that both respect the growing economic and political independence of Latin America and protect the U.S. homeland from regional insecurity.

Objectives
• Identify and analyze how major political, economic, and geopolitical trends affect the security of countries in Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Western Hemisphere in general.
• Identify and assess United States and regional interests in the Western Hemisphere.
• Identify key threats, challenges, and opportunities to the United States and other Western Hemisphere nations.

Session Guidance Questions
• What are the U.S. interests in the Western Hemisphere? How should the United States prioritize this region?
• How should the United States respond to transnational security challenges such as criminal cartels, migration, trade, climate change, and economic issues to increase regional stability?
• How do you assess great power competition in the Western Hemisphere? What strategies and elements of national power should the United States utilize to counter China? Is China’s influence overstated?
• How does LAC’s colonial history shape contemporary regional, political, and cultural characteristics?

Essential Preparation
• Vanherck, Glen. “NORAD and USNORTHCOM Strategy: Executive Summary.” March 2021. (READ 1-16.)
Focus
This session will allow students to demonstrate comprehension of the material presented in the Foreign Policy Analysis sub-course in preparation for the final exam. Students will use course concepts and materials, as well as the case study information provided, to analyze the Biden Administration’s April 2021 decision to withdraw all forces from Afghanistan by September 11, 2021.

Objectives
• Demonstrate the ability to synthesize FPA concepts and theories presented throughout the course.
• Demonstrate the ability to assess and evaluate which influences and actors were the most critical in the case study provided.

Session Guidance Questions
• What were the most important factors that led to the April decision to withdraw all forces and, what factors influenced the decision to stay the course as conditions on the ground deteriorated?
• Can you apply and distinguish between the analytical perspectives in this case study analysis?
• What were the national interests at stake? What options were available/considered?
• What were the major organizations involved and what were their interests? Who won and who “lost?”
• What was the role of Congress? The Intelligence Community? Did civil-military Relations, public opinion, the media, or other factors play a role?
• Your instructor will provide additional guidance on how your seminar will discuss the case in class.

Essential Preparation
Focus
The Future Warfighting Symposium and the previous 23 International Security sessions analyzed the international security environment and assessed the utility of various grand strategies to advance and defend U.S. national interests. This final session examines questions regarding the future of conflict, war, and emerging technologies. IS-24 is designed to help students think about the future of warfare (including the role of cyber) and its operational and strategic implications. The Final Exercise (FX) is future oriented, and this lesson will place your seminar in the right frame of mind encouraging strategically-minded thinking for the FX.

Objectives
• Think about what the future of warfare and strategic competition may entail.
• Assess potential implications for the future security environment, grand strategy, design concepts, and force planning.

Session Guidance Questions
• How will changes in the international system, technology, and the environment influence warfare and strategic competition?
• How and with what will future wars be fought?
• Where are wars most likely to occur and over what?
• Who is the United States most likely to fight should it go to war?
• Based on your answers, be able to discuss what you think are the main strategic implications.

Essential Preparation
• Shultz, D. “Weaponizing the Past to Control the Present: Russia’s Cognitive Temporal Warfare.” NATO Defence College Policy Brief, 12 September 2023. (READ 1-10.)
Focus
The Final Exercise (FX) is the NSDM capstone event where students must demonstrate that they understand and can apply concepts from the International Security and Foreign Policy Analysis sub-courses. Each seminar will play the role of a NSC strategic planning working group tasked with conducting a global strategic assessment, developing outlines of a National Security Strategy and National Military Strategy, developing four strategic concepts, and crafting a vision of a future joint force that will advance and defend U.S. national interests over the next 20 years.

Objectives
• Demonstrate understanding of a wide range of NSDM course concepts through this capstone exercise.

Session Guidance
• Your working group is assigned to produce and present a global strategic estimate of the future security environment over the near (0-5 years), medium (5-15 years), and long (15-20 years) term, and outline of a National Security Strategy, an outline of a National Military Strategy, four strategic concepts (at least one of which must be DoD-focused) necessary to advance the strategies, and a vision of the required future joint force. Finally, the seminar must choose one aspect of their NSS or NMS, one strategic concept, or an aspect of their required future joint force, and describe in detail how the initiative would be executed or accomplished.
• The output will be a brief between 40 and 45 minutes in length, including the six elements outlined above, followed by a 30-min Q&A period. Seminars will designate at least two briefers. All students are expected to participate in the Q&A.
• The teaching team will be available as consultants but will not lead the seminar's efforts. Seminars must do a rehearsal of their brief with their teaching team no later than the Seminar Presentation Review (FX-07).
• For presentation grading, seminars will be organized in groups and will present their briefings to a common faculty grading panel. Time and location of the final presentation, and grading panel members, will be provided by the FX Director during product development.
• For presentation grading, time and location of the final presentation and grading panel members will be provided by the National Security Affairs Department during product development.
• The grading panel will evaluate the seminar’s ability to clearly communicate their strategic proposal in oral and visual forms in accordance with the Final Exercise presentation review rubric provided in the FX-07 syllabus page and the grading criteria provided in the FX-08 syllabus page. Because the NSDM Final Exercise is designed as a team-based exercise, each seminar receives one grade that applies to all seminar members.

Essential Preparation
Focus
Throughout this course, students have learned concepts, skills, and substantive information about the global security environment. Armed with this knowledge, the seminar will work as a team to produce a global strategic assessment over the next twenty years, develop an outline of a national security strategy to manage threats and risks and pursue U.S. interests, develop an outline national military strategy, devise four strategic concepts, and develop a vision of a future joint force that supports the proposed strategy. This exercise is designed for the seminar to work collaboratively to develop these deliverables.

Objectives
• Create a 40–45-minute oral and visual presentation that outlines the seminar’s global strategic estimate, outline NSS and NMS, three operating concepts, a vision of the required future joint force, and an implementation case.

Session Guidance
• Global Strategic Estimate:
  o The seminar is not bound by current strategic documents and should determine its own national priorities and preferences. The seminar should understand the security environment and consider contributions of all instruments of national power. The seminar should evaluate the major trends that may challenge the U.S. government’s ability to advance and defend those interests over the near (0-5 years), medium (5-15 years), and long (15-20 years) term. Consider what is happening in terms of demographics, economics, politics, the environment, etc.
  o Where might U.S. interests align with those of other actors, and where might there be tension?
  o Consider both the likelihood and the severity of various potentially negative global or regional events/trends.
• Outline National Security Strategy:
  o Having determined which trends and actors the United States would like to influence, the seminar will develop an outline of a national security strategy.
  o What is the seminar’s vision or desired strategic condition (Ends) for the world in each time period? The purpose for the near, medium, and long-term analysis lenses is to encourage the seminar to think about threat not just in terms of likelihood and severity, but urgency and order of occurrence.
  o Describe and discuss concepts and activities the U.S. government could employ (Ways) required to achieve the seminar’s strategic objectives. These should be general descriptions – detail will be provided later in the presentation.
  o Which other actors will the United States need to influence to arrive at this end-state? What forms of leverage might the United States have over these actors? How can the United States exert that leverage at the least cost/risk?
• Outline National Military Strategy:
The seminar will formulate an outline for a National Military Strategy (NMS) that broadly describes how the military instrument of power will be utilized to advance and defend the national interests outlined in their National Security Strategy.

The seminar should be sure to consider inherent risks contained within the proposed military strategic approach. De-risking and offsetting should be considered and discussed given the need to balance and conduct “ruthless prioritization” when it comes to campaigning and development of the future force.

- 4 Strategic Concepts (at least one DoD focused):
  - Describe four strategic concepts the seminar believes the U.S. government needs to carry out its strategy.
  - At least one of these must be a military joint force operating concept; the others may be whole-of-government in nature. Be sure to identify the lead agency and key stakeholders within each concept.
  - Review Professor Jim Cook’s article, “The Importance of Joint Concepts for the Planner” for historical examples of Joint Force operating concepts.

- Vision of Future Joint Force:
  - Develop a conceptual Joint Force that supports the NSS and NMS and can achieve the strategic objectives assigned to the military. Here, you should describe broad strategic and operational force characteristics required to support the NSS/NMS/operating concepts. As an example, review the March 7, 2022 CRS Reports on USMC Force Design for 2030 and apply that type of thought process to the Joint Force. Be sure to address issues of divestment and investment (which platforms would you eliminate? Which capabilities would you seek?), modernization (where would you focus R&D? Which types of platforms need a next-generation upgrade and why?), organization (is the U.S. military organized well to deal with future threats?), and any other aspect of force planning that you think supports your NSS/NMS/operating concepts.
  - You should focus on the strategic appropriateness of your proposed force, but you must be aware of the political and budgetary feasibility issues it would entail. Furthermore, you should consider the risks, obstacles, and tradeoffs over the near, medium, and long term associated with realizing your future force concept. You should expect your grading panel to ask you policy-relevant questions about how you would justify your proposed force concept to, e.g., members of Congress. The seminar must be able to persuade the grading panel that they have considered likely obstacles to their plan and have a reasonable argument that their plan is both necessary and feasible. This is likely to include a discussion of what tradeoffs the seminar might propose to get their recommended force concept.

- Implementation Case:
  - Identify one of the more challenging or ambitious aspects of the seminar’s ideas that would require the supporting efforts of a senior leader to facilitate its successful implementation. This can be an element of the NSS or NMS, one of the strategic concepts, or an element of the future joint force vision.
Based on the issue, the seminar will identify the senior leader charged with its implementation (for example, President, Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, CJCS, Service Chief, or Combatant Commander).

- Identify the relevant stakeholders (for example, Secretary of Defense, CJCS, Service Chiefs, Secretary of State, Congress, special interest groups, or foreign governments) that may oppose or support the initiative. What are their interests?

- Address the full range of influences and obstacles associated with the implementation of the seminar’s challenging or ambitious idea or innovation. The seminar must consider the influence of domestic politics and international relations (for example, organizational resistance, existing legislation or policies, industry sectors, media interest, lobbyists, or international norms).

- Provide specific recommendations that explain how the senior leader could convince the relevant stakeholders to support the initiative’s implementation. The recommendations should include a plan to overcome any identified opposition or obstacles, while directly addressing the stakeholders’ interests (for example, the benefits of the initiative for the stakeholders).

- Depending on the complexity of the initiative, the seminar’s recommendations could include an implementation timeline or key milestones that describe specific actions that the senior leader would take to obtain necessary support.

**Essential Preparation**

Focus
This session provides a dedicated time for the seminar to present their FX Presentation to their faculty consultant team for feedback.

Objectives
• Conduct a rehearsal of the seminar’s FX presentation and receive feedback from the faculty consultant team.
• Complete “FX Main Themes” questionnaire.

Session Guidance
• This session concludes the preparation phase for the NSDM Final Exercise. The seminar should be prepared to present the briefing in a format and manner which closely resembles the final product that will be graded.
• The seminar may choose, in consultation with the faculty teaching team, to conduct this rehearsal prior to the date FX-07 is scheduled on the NSDM calendar.
• No later than this session’s scheduled date, the seminar will complete NSDM FX product development by making desired changes to the presentation. After the final changes are made, and no later than 1600 on this session’s scheduled date, seminars must electronically submit their presentation/brief to the FX Director and Deputy-Director. This submission is NOT a read ahead for the grading panels. Seminars should brief their grading panels with the expectation that no read-ahead was provided. Seminars are not allowed to make changes to their presentation slides after submitting their briefs to the FX Director. However, seminars are authorized to practice their briefs until their scheduled presentation and may edit or adjust the verbal portion as desired.
  o FX Director: CDR Sean Mahoney, sean.mahoney@usnwc.edu
  o FX Deputy Director: LtCol Dan McVay, daniel.mcvay@usnwc.edu
• The “FX Main Themes” questionnaire will be made available at the conclusion of FX-07. Each seminar will complete an online questionnaire to catalogue the main themes of their FX products by FX-09. The questionnaire link will be delivered via Blackboard.

Essential Preparation
• There are no required readings for this session.
| CONTENT | Meets FX requirements  
Demonstrates clear understanding of NSDM course concepts  
Strategic estimate, NSS, NMS, operating concepts, future force concept, and implementation case are aligned, consistent and mutually supporting  
Innovative  
Seminar makes a strong case for feasibility |
| --- | --- |
| STRUCTURE | Material logically presented  
Distinctly describes the six required elements  
Key concepts evident  
Strong concluding position |
| SUPPORT | Credibility of material  
Assumptions validated  
Relevance to theme  
Verbal / visual presentation synergy |
| STYLE | Persuasively presented  
Professional, engaging  
Pace, tempo, delivery clarity  
Audience contact |
| MISC | Responds well to questions  
Managed discussion  
Considered strategic surprises (i.e., low-probability, high-impact events)  
Seminar participation in Q&A |
Focus
The seminar will deliver their FX presentation to an assigned faculty grading panel. A distinguished visitor with senior national government experience may also attend the brief. The DV will participate in the Q&A and feedback but will not be involved in the grading process.

Objectives
• Effectively deliver a 40–45-minute presentation which covers the seminar’s global strategic estimate, outline NSS and NMS, four strategic concepts, and an implementation case.
• Effectively answer questions asked by the faculty panel for 30 minutes in clear, articulate, and complete manner.

Session Guidance
• The faculty teaching team will provide additional guidance on the conduct of FX-08 including the specific time and location for the seminar presentation. The seminar must bring four black and white copies of the presentation (two slides per page) for use by the panel. The FX is a team effort; it is expected that all seminar members will participate during the presentation or Q&A period.
• The grading panel will deliberate and evaluate each seminar’s ability to clearly communicate their strategic proposal in oral and visual forms in accordance with the Final Exercise evaluation rubric provided in the FX-07 syllabus page and the grading criteria provided in this syllabus page. Because the NSDM Final Exercise is designed as a team-based exercise, each seminar receives one grade that applies to all seminar members. Assessment results and grade feedback will be delivered to each seminar individually after all groups have presented. Specific presentation and grade delivery schedule times will be promulgated by the FX Director prior to this session.
• Evaluation Considerations:
  o Is the global strategic estimate, national and military strategies, strategic concepts, future joint force vision, and implementation case in alignment and do they reflect consistent analysis? Does the presentation consider geography, culture, class, ethnicity, and religion when appropriate? Does the presentation deliver a broad overview of the significant military, economic, political, environmental, and social issues that the seminar thinks should concern the U.S.? Is the information presented in a clear, logical and organized way?
  o Does the brief clearly articulate national priorities including the relative importance of the various instruments of national power in addressing the future operating environment? Do the NSS, NMS, and operating concepts address the issues identified in the global strategic estimate?
  o Does the seminar link their vision of the future joint force to the security assessment, strategies, and concepts? To what extent does the future joint force vision support the strategies? To what extent does the future joint force vision reflect the (military) operating concepts and necessary force attributes?
  o To what extent does the seminar’s presentation provide innovative, well-argued and imaginative approaches to meet security environment challenges anticipated in the next twenty years?
To what extent is the seminar persuasive that their strategies and concepts are not only appropriate, but feasible from a policy perspective?

Did the seminar choose a challenging or ambitious aspect of its presentation as an implementation case? Does the case identify the senior leader charged with its implementation and all relevant stakeholders? Did the seminar address the full range of domestic and international influences and obstacles associated with implementing the innovation or idea? Did the implementation case provide recommendations that explain how the senior leader will convince the relevant stakeholders to support the initiative’s implementation?

How well did the seminar handle the Q&A? Was there broad participation? Was the seminar able to discuss how it handled difficult questions and disagreements?

Essential Preparation

- There are no required readings for this session.
Focus
This optional final session is designed to provide students and teaching teams with the opportunity to debrief the Final Exercise experience and provide general take aways and time for discussion regarding NSDM as a whole.

Objectives
• Discuss FX presentation and grading panel feedback.
• Reflect on NSDM course concepts and learning objectives.
• Ensure “FX Main Themes” questionnaire is complete.

Session Guidance
• Seminars will coordinate the time and locations of FX-09 with their faculty teaching team. Seminars must complete their FX presentations and receive their grade from the grading panel PRIOR to conducting FX-09.
• Seminars must complete the “FX Main Themes” questionnaire by FX-09.

Essential Preparation
• There are no required readings for this session.